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Introduction.
The Tightly Coupled Mechanistic Study of Materials in the Extreme Space Environment
Group has worked to examine spacecraft contamination issues from the perspective of
non- equilibrium gas dynamics (Levin), material response at the atomistic level (Rajan),
high fidelity gas-surface chemistry models (van Duin), and experiments to characterize
and test spacecraft material damage by small source ion bombardment (Sedwick). The
goals of the group have been ambitious given the multi-length and time-scale facets that
make this problem tremendously challenging. The length scales of contamination vary by
probably twelve orders of magnitude and the variation in time scales is similar. As such,
the group has had a number of successes which are highlighted in the pages that follow.
43 journal and conference papers have been published or are in progress, resulting from
the collaborations across length scales, ranging from the smallest (Angstroms) to the
largest scales. As such, significant progress was made in the development of
computational and experimental collaborative frameworks suitable for predicting the
spacecraft environment for new propellants and spacecraft materials. The sections below
describe the specific progress in each of the four groups.
Levin group. Our work under this grant has been focused on understanding the nature of
spacecraft contamination from small chemical and electric propulsion thrusters in the
extreme environment created by low to mid-orbit space. In this final progress report, we
focus on our modeling of charge-exchange (CEX) ions formed through collisions of
beam ions with propellant neutral species and the ambient background (space or
chamber) since these are the main source of spacecraft contamination. DSMC - particlein-cell (PIC) models have been developed by numerous researchers, but, the computer
technology used to develop these codes does not take advantage of the massively parallel
computing environment that exists today at the peta-scale level. Furthermore, it is
commonly assumed that CEX may be modeled in an “overlay” manner, i.e., meaning that
the any CEX created ions do not significantly affect the plume neutral gas species. [1,2]
In fact we observe a difference of 15% in the downstream plume between the velocity
profiles of neutral species modeled with and without the inclusion of CEX collisions [3,4]
and believe that this difference will be important in understanding the interface between
the plasma sheath and spacecraft materials.
We have developed a three-dimensional DSMC simulation tool using the novel grid
approach known as a Adaptive Mesh Refinement (AMR) / Octree. [4,5] The
computational tool entitled SUGAR, “Scalable Unstructured Gas dynamics with
Adaptive Mesh Refinement” is three-dimensional. By employing species-dependent
time-steps for ions and neutrals we are able to directly couple the modeling of charge
exchange (CEX) reactions to neutral and ion transport, which can have a significant
effect on both the ion and neutral velocity fields. Comparison of three-dimensional four
thruster neutral plume computations performed using this approach versus the older twolevel Cartesian adaption approach [6] demonstrated that the most expensive DSMC
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numerical parameter, i.e., the number of computational particles and collision cells,
could be reduced by almost an order of magnitude and a factor of approximately 50,
respectively. Parallelization speed ups for over 1,000 cores of approximately 80% of
ideal have been achieved to date. Recent results for two ion thruster geometries, shown
in Fig. 1, will be discussed below.

Figure 1.1. Computational domains for single and triple ion thruster configurations for chamber
and space boundary condition. Single thruster x-z and y-z planes (LHS and middle, respectively)
and triple thruster, y-z plane, RHS.

Figure 2 shows recent examples obtained with the SUGAR DSMC/PIC code. The top
two figures (a and b) show the difference in the CEX distribution in a ground chamber
compared to the space environment for a single thruster geometry. In the vacuum case,
one can observe that the CEX ion population is greatest near the thruster exit, reaching a
value of approximately 10% of the total ion number density. This is expected since the
densities of neutrals and ions and therefore the collision frequency is highest in this
region. The bottom two portions of the figure (c and d) shows a comparison of predicted
CEX ion spatial distribution in a ground facility for two wall models. The baseline wall
model, assuming that every ion that strikes the wall is neutralized, is the typical
engineering assumption. However, even if only 10% of the collisions preserve the ion
and its velocity the spatial energy distribution of CEX ions formed in the chamber will be
different (see the pink square “collecting region” in Fig. 2c). The AMR-Octree approach
was able to resolve the one out of 10,000 beam ion particles that reflect specularly with
the wall and arrive at the pink square with less energy than in the baseline case. We are
in the process of adding an atomic oxygen species dedicated time step so that we will be
able to simultaneously model the “chemical” as well as “ion” species bombardment, both
of which are important in the space environment but are currently treated as uncoupled
mechanisms.
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(a)$Chamber$simula/ons$

(c)$Chamber,$fully$diﬀuse$wall$

(b)$Space$simula/ons$

(d)$Chamber,$par/ally$specular$wall$

Fig. 1.2 Multi-scale resolution of CEX ion spatial distribution and streamlines for
different background gas conditions and wall models. [5]
Turning to the triple thruster geometry, the most obvious change in the neutral and ion
number density fields of the triple versus the single thruster case is the asymmetry of the
flow which is caused by the interaction of the plumes with each other (see Fig. 3a). A
very interesting difference can be observed in the CEX ion distribution between the
single and triple thruster cases. Compared to a single thruster, a large change can be
observed in Fig. 4a in the spatial region where the 2.0 x 1014 m−3 level has significantly
expanded because of the increase in the background neutral number density. Moreover, a
comparison between chamber (Fig. 4a) and vacuum (Fig. 4b) solutions shows that
although an asymmetry is present for the vacuum CEX ion distribution due to plume
interactions, the magnitude of the CEX ion population for the chamber case is
approximately an order of magnitude higher for the majority of the domain except in the
near vicinity of the thruster exit.
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Fig. 1.3 Comparison of ion
with an electric field (a)
versus ion-no electric field
(b) and CEX ion – no
electric field (c) number
density spatial distributions
for the triple thruster
simulation in a chamber at
y/D=5.

The structure of the ion
velocity profile is complex
and certainly represents
the confluence of a
c"
number of factors. If the
electric field is artificially
turned off, it can be seen in Fig. 4b that the ion spatial distribution is very different from
that shown in Fig. 4a and the nature of the expansion in the chamber is changed. The
effect is even more pronounced if a similar comparison is made for the CEX ions, as
shown in Figs. 3c and 4a. The magnitude of the electric field is insufficient to accelerate
the beam ions, however, it has a significant effect on the acceleration of the slower CEX
ions. Comparison of Figs. 3c and 4a shows that when the electric field is artificially
removed, the CEX ions strongly tend to remain in the interaction region and slow down
the total ion (sum of beam and CEX ions) expansion seen in Fig. 3b. The total ion
velocity is due to the complex interaction of beam ions, neutrals, and the acceleration
provided by the E-field for CEX ions. Given the sensitivity of the results to this
acceleration mechanism, the adequacy of the electric potential given by the Boltzmann
relationship should be addressed in future.

Fig. 1.4 CEX-formed ion number density profiles for triple thruster simulation at y/D = 5 for a
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chamber versus space background condition.

2. Rajan group. This component of the project characterized and designed new materials
under extreme electric field environments under both vacuum and low gas pressure
environments. The overall result from the atom scale characterization component of this
project is an experimentally validated description of degradation mechanisms and gassurface reactions under such extreme conditions. To accomplish this, we developed a
new capability to measure in situ gas-solid reactions at the atomic scale, which we linked
with density functional theory modeling of field degradation mechanisms under extreme
environments and reactive force field (ReaxFF) molecular dynamic modeling of diffusion
and interfacial chemistry as a function of environment. This research exploited several
areas associated with these accomplishments:
•

•

•

Atomic scale measurements of in situ gas-solid reactions through the development
of the first fully integrated environmental reaction cell with atom probe
tomography (APT), while adapting the cell to accommodate a wide range of gases
(for example, hydrogen);
Analysis of the interface resulting from ingress of gaseous species as a function of
surface chemistry, gas species, and environmental conditions through the
integration of ReaxFF simulations performed at Penn State with APT
measurements from University at Buffalo; and
Identification of degradation mechanisms under extreme environments through
DFT calculation of evaporation field and pathways, with APT measurements
providing an input and calibration of the DFT calculations.

This work therefore addresses and links three separate length scales: (i) material scale by
capturing the reaction between a material and a gaseous or plasma environment as a
function of temperature and pressure; (ii) atomic scale by measuring the diffusion and
interfacial chemistry resulting from the reaction; and (iii) electronic scale by defining the
degradation mechanism as a function of surface chemistry and environmental conditions.
Therefore, this project develops an approach for surface design in order to slow
degradation under extreme conditions by developing unique capabilities addressing the
complex interactions across length-scales.
Further, we quantitatively investigated with APT the effect of temperature on the
interfacial transition layer sub-oxide species due to the thermal oxidation of silicon [7],
studied the interfacial chemistry under extreme fields [7-10], and calculated the
evaporation pathways under extreme electric fields [11-12]. These thrusts lead to defining
the relationship between interfacial chemistry with material chemistry and environmental
conditions, provided targeted design guidelines for extreme environments, and identified
degradation mechanisms of materials under extreme environments through DFT
calculation of evaporation fields, providing surface chemistry – evaporation physics
relationships. These accomplishments derived from this project are highlighted in the
following sections.
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In-Situ Atomistic Measurements of Gas-Solid Reactions
We designed and built an integrated environmental cell for APT, and specifically a local
electrode atom probe (LEAP), with laser for thermal excitation [8]. With this, we can
control the exposure of samples to gases at high temperatures. This also allowed us to
study surface reactions without the presence of native oxides or contamination, better
simulating the space environment. The reaction chamber is integrated onto the current
atom probe system so that gas reactions can occur and be analyzed via atom probe
without removing the sample from vacuum. The sample can be heated to temperatures
greater than 600 oC and with fine control of the gas pressure. Gases are inlet into the
reaction chamber and the sample can be heated to a desired temperature. While the
sample is at a high temperature, a gas is introduced into the chamber and held for some
time so that reactions occur between the gas and the material. The material can then be
analyzed in the atom probe, in terms of chemistry, atom positions, and bonding. The
reaction chamber is integrated into the APT (Figure 2.1), thereby allowing for in-situ
measurements. While remaining under high vacuum, the subsequent APT analysis
provides detailed information on changes to chemical microstructures following the
reactions with near-atomic resolution. . This system with its unique design and
capabilities is the first such system in the US.
Building on our initial design, we modified the system to consider a wider range of
gaseous environments. For example, hydrogen is weakly interacting, leading to difficulty
in imaging with APT. To counter this challenge, the existing environmental chamber
was modified to safely introduce gases such as Deuterium (D2) at pressures up to 900
mbarr, with base pressure at 10-8 mBarr, while reducing the transfer time from reaction to
analysis to minutes instead of hours [13]. We have successfully detected H and D
(Figure 2.1), and have repeated the experiment under different surface chemistries,
providing a relationship between surface chemistry and the change of chemistry under an
extreme environment.
Figure 2.1. (Top) Fully
integrated
environmental
chamber for performing in situ
gas-solid
or
plasma-solid
reactions with atomic scale
characterization of the surface
chemistry. The development
and integration of this reaction
chamber provides the only
current
system
with
its
capabilities
in
the
US.
(Bottom) Modifications have
been made in the final phase of
the project to allow us to study
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a wider range of gases. For example, we have measured the surface interaction of
hydrogen under extreme conditions, allowing us to characterize the role of hydrogen
embrittlement. With these modifications, we are capable of studying a wide range of
chemical environments applicable for space conditions.

Interfacial Characterization of Gas-Solid Reactions in Extreme Environments
We utilized and advanced an approach for quantitatively characterizing the interfacial
region resulting from a gas-solid reaction as a function of temperature. The results were
qualitatively compared with ReaxFF simulations to provide a direct comparison between
atom probe derived chemical profiles and atomistic-scale simulations of transitional
interfacial layers [7]. Beyond providing comparison, the linkage of these two approaches
provide a more complete description of the diffusion process. ReaxFF modeling describe
hyper thermal oxidation, are dynamic, are at a smaller time scale and detect monolayers.
Meanwhile, APT described plasma oxidation, are static, cover a longer time scale, and
detect at the sub-nano scale. Therefore, this work beyond providing experimental
component to the simulations and providing physical description to the experiments also
provides a wider range of reaction types and spans length- and time-scales beyond what
was previously possible. This work demonstrates the first direct comparison between
atom probe derived chemical profiles with atomistic-scale simulations to study the
oxidation mechanism of silicon. From a methodology perspective, the qualitative
agreement between experiment and simulation lays the foundation for using this
approach to interpret fundamental mechanisms of materials behavior.
The APT results for gas-solid reaction at different temperatures is shown in Figure 2.2.
Each sphere in these images is an experimentally measured atom, with respective color
code corresponding to chemistry of the atom. The diffusion of oxygen into silicon is
clearly seen at both temperatures, with the diffusion greater at higher temperature than at
lower temperature. Further thorough analysis of the interfaces was done through
proximity histograms across the silicon and silicon oxide interface for both temperatures.
A region of inter-diffusion and two distinct regions consisting of bulk silicon (region I)
and an oxide phase (region III) can be clearly seen at both temperatures.
Figure 2.2. APT measurement of gas-solid
reactions as a function of temperature.
(Top) The interfacial thickness is
measured, with an increased thickness
found with increasing temperature.
Comparison of this experimental result
with ReaxFF simulations provides a
description of the diffusion mechanism.
(Bottom) Atomistic scale image of
diffusion and chemical ingress, with each
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orange sphere representing an experimentally measured oxygen atom and each gray
sphere representing an experimentally measured silicon atom.
Comparison with ReaxFF results provided validation of the APT characterization, while
also providing description of the diffusion mechanism. At low gas concentration, Si4+ is
greater at low temperature than at high temperature, indicating that the initial growth of
SiO2 layer is faster at low temperatures; however, as gas concentration increases, the
silica layer grows faster at higher temperatures but with nucleation starting later. Also,
the number of sub-oxide species increases with increasing temperature. We can therefore
experimentally measure the four stages of growth at low temperatures (Figure 2.3):
growth of sub-oxides and an incipient silica layer growth; continued growth of suboxides with inward growth rate of sub-oxides dropping due to high activation energy; and
growth of sub oxides and silica then slows down. In addition to providing a direct
comparison between different physics descriptions, this work also has implications for
the analysis of bonding information in bulk versus interfacial regions in APT coupled to
bond length and bond angle information in ReaxFF.
Figure
2.3.
Comparison of
ReaxFF
simulations with
APT
measurements
for diffusion as a
function
of
temperature.
From this, we
are
able
to
describe
the
oxide
growth
mechanism. For
example,
at
higher
temperature, we
find increased growth of suboxides with time as the activation energy barrier is
surmounted at higher temperatures. APT and ReaxFF provide information spanning a
wider range of length and time scales, as well as providing different descriptions of the
diffusion process (static versus dynamic). These results are in agreement with each other
and therefore we have a more complete understanding of the growth mechanism as a
function of environmental conditions than was previously available.
Identifying Degradation Mechanisms Under Extreme Conditions
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The degradation mechanism of metallic surfaces under extreme conditions were modeled
via density functional theory (DFT) with the inputs calibrated via APT experiments
[11,12]. From this study, we are able to understand the effects of extreme electrical fields
on the charge distribution of metallic surfaces and bond character at the moment of
evaporation (ie. degradation), while also linking surface structure and neighborhood
chemistry with field evaporation pathways. We modeled the surface bonding and charge
distribution and then correlated the DFT results with experimental measurements by
comparing the calculated evaporation fields with atom probe tomography measurements.
The evaporation fields of different surface neighborhood chemistries were calculated.
Based on either the shared charge density between surface atoms or charge localization
around an atom, we are able to describe the process for breaking surface bonds and
understand the relationship between surface chemistry and degradation. This combined
APT-DFT work provides a definition of the surface chemistry-degradation relationships,
which can be used to rapidly screen different surface chemistries to identify the best
chemical surface design to limit the degradation rate in space environments.
We computationally characterized the field evaporation process by modeling the charge
density at the surface of the material as a function of electric field, thereby identifying the
charge distribution and directionality just prior to field evaporation. Further, the electron
localization function just prior to evaporation was analyzed in order to characterize the
bond breaking process between the evaporating ions and the surface. The effects of the
electric field on our test system (L12-Al3Sc) is shown in shown in Figure 2.4, with a
comparison made between experimental APT results and the DFT calculations. We
observe a significant modification of the charge distribution that surrounds the ion when
the evaporation field is incorporated. The colors of the charge density correspond to: red
with a positive charge per volume and blue with a negative charge per volume.
Beyond defining the critical bonding changes with increasing electric field, we also
identify the difference in mechanism for evaporation. For Al-Al dimer on the surface, the
primary charge is between the surface and the dimer, with the distribution shared for the
dimer. This shared charge explains why Al-Al more easily evaporates in this
configuration as a dimer instead of as single ions. Conversely, Al-Sc dimer on the
surface has a significant charge in between the Al and Sc atoms, and also isolated charges
between the atoms and the surface. This configuration of the charge density describes the
mechanism for the atoms evaporating as separate ions. Therefore, by calculating the
charge density, we have been able to differentiate two separate evaporation mechanisms
under changing electric field.
To represent the atom probe data, we develop an ‘ion evaporation map’. In the case of
multi-hit events (that is, more than one ion detected at the same time), the ion evaporation
map can be used to plot the pair-wise interactions. The axes of an ion evaporation map
are mass-to-charge (m/n) 1 and m/n 2, where each axis represents one of the ions in a
multi-hit event. The inverted ion order is also included, so that the m/n 1 = m/n 2 line is
a line of symmetry. A majority of the multi-hit events are not due to dimer evaporations,
but we address this noise issue by considering only relative differences in the multi-ion
events. The ion evaporation map is then correlated with relative bond strengths under
extreme field, where the greater the likelihood of dimer evaporations indicating an
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increased bond strength. That is, it is more favorable to break all the surface bonds than
to break the single bond between the dimer ions. This is clearly demonstrated in Figure
4, with the charge build-up with the surface bonds for Al-Al case, and build-up between
the Al and Sc atoms in the Al-Sc case. This figure therefore correlates the evaporation
mechanism with the experimental data, providing a level of physics not provided by the
experimental data alone [14-18]. This approach, which is extendable to any metallic
chemistry and structure, as well as extendable to ceramic systems, defines the role of
electronic evaporation.

Figure 2.4.
Definition of the
degradation
mechanism under
extreme electric
fields, by
comparing
experimental APT
data with charge
density
distributions. The
inset regions focus
on different surface
chemistries, with
the overall
chemistry of the material for these two regions being nearly equivalent. The number of
Al-Al dimers is seen to be significantly higher. The DFT results describe the reason for
this being the charge localization (shown as dark blue) around the Sc atom, resulting in
Sc evaporating as a single ion. This work shows how we are able to screen the surface
chemistry design space to identify chemistries which most inhibit material degradation
under specific environmental conditions.
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3. van Duin group.
During the first years of
this project we have
demonstrated the
viability of the ReaxFF
reactive force field
method for studying the
response of realistic,
complex materials and
material interfaces to
Figure 3.1: Side view of first and second impacts of crystal ice
the extreme space
clusters on a suboxide silica surface at 500 m s-1 and 1 km s-1
environment. The
impact velocities.
ReaxFF capability was
established for various polymers (Kapton, Teflon [19]), ceramics (silica[7], silicon)
metals (aluminium[20,21]) and graphite[22] – while a range of colliding species were
employed, ranging from noble gas cations to water, oxygen atoms[19], water clusters
[25], silica and metal oxide nanoparticles[22]. We demonstrated that ReaxFF can be
trained to reproduce Density Functional Theory (DFT) data for noble gas cation repulsive
interactions with organic and inorganic materials providing a highly transferable
simulation tool that can address multi-material interfaces inaccessible to simpler
empirical force fields. We have been using this improved ReaxFF description to study
high-velocity
Argon collisions
with carbon,
silicon and
aluminium
surfaces.
Furthermore, in
collaboration with
the Levin group,
we have studied
the effects of
water-cluster
collisions on silica
oxide and silica
suboxide
surfaces[23-26]
Figure 3.2: Evolution of the atomistic structures and energy during
(Figure 3.1). From
the penetration of pristine graphene by the nickel projectile: (a)-(c)
Atomistic structures of graphene taken at times a-c, indicated in (e); this work we
obtained a
(d) Most frequently found bonds between nickel and carbon atoms;
detauled,
(e) Energy evolution of graphene during the penetration; (f)
atomistic-scale
Structure evolution of the
view of how the
nickel projectile: deformation of the projectile is expressed by
properties of the
using the concept of eccentricity. The inset shows the nickel
projectile at maximum deformation.
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silica surface - including surface chemistry, thermal conductivity and water-accumulation
and removal during collisions with high-velocity water and ice clusters.
The ReaxFF results were validated against experimental data. In particular, we obtained
one-to-one comparisons between ReaxFF and Atom Probe Tomography (Rajan group)
results for oxygen diffusion in silicon. Furthermore, we compared ReaxFF Kapton and
Teflon response to high-velocity oxygen collision to atomic oxygen erosion yield data
from the MISSE 2 experiments[19] and found excellent qualitative and good quantitative
agreement. Finally, we established the ReaxFF capability for complex, multi-material,
high velocity collision simulations by reproducing published experimental trends from Li
et al. (Science 2014, 346, 6213) for silica and collision with graphene surfaces[22]
(Figure 3.2).
In order to connect to the
noble-gas collision
experiments in the
Sedwick-group, we
extended the ReaxFF
noble-gas/carbon
description to the highly
repulsive 'inner wall'
distances (subAngstrom). Typically,
ReaxFF underestimates
the repulsive atom-atom
interactions at that
distance, which limits its
applicability to highvelocity (keV kinetic
energies) impacts. We
added a strongly
Figure 3.3: Comparison of pre-annealed (a), post-annealed
repulsive exponential
(b) ReaxFF graphene structures after exposure to noblefunction - which fades
gas cations and comparison with experimental STEM
quickly for distances
results (bottom).
beyond 1 Å, so that it
does not affect ReaxFF
equilibrium structures
and transition states - and fitted this function to a mixture of DFT calculations (0.5-1 Å)
and ZBL-potential data (<0.5 Å). In order to validate this ReaxFF extensin, we
collaborated with a team from Lockheed Martin and Oak Ridge National Lab to compare
ReaxFF graphene damage structures as a function of noble gas exposure to experimental
results. We found excellent agreement between ReaxFF post-annealing damage statistics
and experimental scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) images (Figure
3.3) [27].
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In addition to this work, we collaborated with various groups on the development and
validation of ReaxFF parameters for various spacecraft-relevant materials [27-34]
(aluminium- including oxidation and H-embrittlement, ZBr, silicene, Si/Ge, graphene,
B/N doped carbon) and
on metadynamics and
hybrid Monte
Carlo/Molecular
Dynamics ReaxFF
options (Figure 3.4) [3536] - which greatly
enhance the ReaxFFaccessible time scales, as
such enabling ReaxFF
based simulations that
Figure 3.4: Structures obtained from ReaxFF hybrid Grand
are far closer to
Canonical Monte Carlo/MD simulations of carbon growth
experimental conditions.
on a Ni-nanoparticle during bombardment with Ar-cations.
These results indicated
that the ReaxFF reactive
force field method is
highly suitable for
establishing the response of materials and material interfaces to spacecraft environments.
All simulations were performed at a reasonable computational expense – using 20
processors or less, with simulation times ranging from a couple of hours to – at most – a
week. As such, these results indicate that the ReaxFF method shows great promise as a
computational tool for designing the next generation of spacecraft materials.
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4. Sedwick group. Throughout the duration of this AFOSR grant, the Space Power and
Propulsion Lab (SPPL) has been focused on supporting the various analytical efforts
through experimental contributions [37] as well as independently researching the effects
of formation flight electrostatic thruster plumes on spacecraft materials [38].
Experimental collaborations were performed with both the Levin and Rajan groups which
both involved the use of ion plumes from an electrostatic source.
The
experimental
effort with the
Levin group
focused mainly
on the analysis
of the chargeexchange
(CEX)
environment of
the plasma
plume from a
lab-grade ion
engine, the
SPPL-1 Ion
Source. The
analysis
Fig. 4.1: CEX energy distributions
involved using
a Retarding
Potential Analyzer (RPA) to measure the primary energy distribution of the plume at
axial distances of 2-8 centimeters along the plume centerline (Figure 4.1). The primary
goal of this analysis was to determine the evolution of the CEX environment as it
progressed from the thrust exit as well as to possibly determine the chamber effects on
said environment. The main role of the experimental efforts here were to scan the plasma
environment and use these measurements as a basis for a CEX simulation using a Monte
Carlo method to examine potential effects on micro-satellites [37].
The experimental efforts with the Rajan group focused on implanting silicon
microtips with argon ions at varying energy
levels to look at possible penetration depths
and potential sputtering of the microtips
through the use of an atom probe tomographer
[38] (APT). This device would be able to
destructively analyze the microtips and be able
to look at structural defects down to the
crystalline level. As a result of ion
Fig. 4.2: APT images of (a) 50 and (b) 150 Ar
bombardment at 250 eV with argon, argon
monolayer bombarded samples of silicon [2]
atoms were detected within the microtips at
varying densities due to the difference in
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exposure times (Figure 4.2).
Mathematical Modelling and Analysis of Sputter
4
𝐸
In order to understand the
.𝐸 $ − 13
/0
experimental results, the SPPL group
𝑌(𝐸$ ) = 𝑞𝑠)*+, (𝜀)
4
𝐸$
𝜆
developed an internal mathematical model
+ .𝐸 − 13
𝑊(𝜀)
/0
based on the material parameters of the
(
)
𝑆𝐴
=
𝑌
𝐸
𝐹𝑡
$
sputter target. Using the Eckstein [39]
𝜌?@ 𝑑@BCD+ 𝐸𝐴
method of calculating sputter yield as a basis,
𝐴𝑃𝐿 =
𝑚?@
the group has been able to model the sputter
𝑆𝐴
𝐿𝑆 = F𝐴𝑃𝐿
depth of certain argon and xenon sputter
reactions based on the incident ion rate (F),
𝑆𝐷 = 𝐿𝑆 ∗ 𝑙@B//JKD
crystalline lattice parameter (dlayer), and mass
Equation 1-5: Sputter Model Equations [4]
density [40]. From these parameters, the
quantities of number of atoms per layer,
sputtered atoms, number of layers sputtered,
and ultimately sputter depth can be found. Equations (1-5) make up the basis of this
model are displayed above.

Sputter Yield Data Collection
The main effort of the SPPL group focused on observing the effects of xenon ion
plume impingement on spacecraft
materials in order to analyze the potential
damage exposure of formation flight
spacecraft to these beams. Not only is the
primary spacecraft structure in danger
from erosion, the anti-reflective (AR)
coating of solar cell coverglass is also
highly at risk. It has been noted that if the
AR coating is eroded away, the efficiency
of the solar cell will fall by 2.6% [41]. The
main damage mechanism for these
materials is sputtering, the removal of
surface atoms through the use of energetic
particles, via xenon beam. To assess the
damage potential of the beam, the
sputtering yield of each reaction must be
determined.
Fig. 4.3: Aluminum 1500 eV erosion Profile
The main materials observed in this
effort are aluminum, magnesium fluoride
(MgF2) and indium tin oxide (ITO). These materials have varying degrees of sputter yield
data associated with them. The sputter interaction with the most data is the XeàAl
sputter reaction collected in two different efforts from Rosenberg [42] and Tartz [43]
with a 50 year gap in between. Similarly, there has been an effort to characterize the
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sputter yield of MgF2 at low energies (<400 eV) by Yalin [39] and some experimental
observations of ITO by Hu [44]. These materials are coated onto silicon wafers in the
thickness of 500 nm (MgF2 and ITO) and 1000 nm (Al). The silicon wafer base allows
for a comparatively flat surface to coat the materials on as well as to provide a strong
base for examination via profilometer.
There are many such examples of experimental efforts looking at the effects of
ion plumes interacting with the spacecraft of the plume’s origin on its varying
components, such as the ion optics grids [45] or solar panels [46,47]. However, very few
efforts have looked at the effect of the ion plume at standard operating energies on other
spacecraft beyond computational simulation [48].
Through an internally developed sputter model and the use of an optical
profilometer, the erosion depths of each material sample can be determined and then used
to assess the sputtering yield for a set of testing conditions. The energy ranges of the
experiment vary from between 500-1500 eV in 250 eV increments for the MgF2 and the
ITO testing and from 1200-1600 eV for aluminum testing. A sample of the profile data

Fig. 4.4: Experimental Sputter Yields for Al (left) and MgF2 (right)

generates is depicted in Figure 4.3.
Results from the experiments
(Figures 4.4 and 4.5) show that the majority
of the sputter yields fit with the expected
logarithmic trends. Results from the
aluminum testing show that the SPPL data
is mostly in line with the Tartz data based
on the trend of the data. The 1200 eV data
point shows approximately 30%
disagreement with the previously published
data. However, the reported data from this
effort is higher than the Eckstein
approximation of the sputter yield based on
previous experimental data. Sputter data for
the AR coatings also seem to follow

Fig. 4.5: Experimental Sputter Yields for ITO
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expected trends, although there is a much larger jump in yield than expected for ITO
between 1000 and 1250 eV. From the sputter data above, it can be inferred that ITO,
while space-rated for solar cell coverglass, would erode very quickly under the influence
of an ion plume, even in the energy regime of a Hall thruster [44]. MgF2, which has very
similar anti-reflective properties, has a much lower sputter yield and therefore has a much
higher resilience to ion thruster bombardment. Complete sputter data for all materials are
shown in Tables 4.1-4.3.
Also, there are also possible
point defects that have a much higher
sputter depth than the majority of the
exposed sample area. This has been
shown, as in Figure 4.5, by the
existence of craters which extend past
the coated material to the silicon
foundation. It can be inferred that,
although the collective erosion depth
can be used to estimate the sputter
yield, there will be point defects along
the surface that cannot be accounted
for in the sputter model. These
Fig. 4.4: Close-up of EDS scan of Al sample sputtered by 1500 eV Xenon
“craters” can possibly be explained by
beam [13]
non-uniform surface topography that
are not normal in incidence to the
beam, which will only increase the sputter yield [39,40,49,50] or localized melting.

Table 4.1: Al Sputter Data

Energy (eV)
1200
1200
1200
1500
1500
1500
1600
1600
1600

Sample
Number
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3

Average Ion
Rate (ions/sec)
5.80E+13
4.91E+13
4.72E+13
3.94E+13
1.59E+13
2.55E+13
3.14E+13
3.67E+13
4.18E+13

Atoms Lost
(atoms)
2.90E+16
3.18E+16
3.11E+16
4.28E+16
1.84E+16
2.74E+16
3.77E+16
3.42E+16
3.59E+16

Sputter Yield
(atoms/ion)
1.391
1.079
1.097
1.812
1.929
1.790
2.003
1.940
1.789
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Average
Sputter Yield
(atoms/ion)
1.1891

1.8437

1.9107

Table 4.2: MgF2 Sputter Data

Energy (eV)
750
750
750
750
1250
1250
1250

Sample
Number
1
2
3
4
1
2
3

Average Ion
Rate (ions/sec)
2.94E+13
2.97E+13
2.25E+13
1.19E+13
3.61E+13
2.85E+13
2.69E+13

Atoms Lost
(atoms)
1.70E+16
1.76E+16
1.13E+16
8.78E+15
1.20E+17
7.01E+16
8.23E+16

Sputter Yield
(atoms/ion)
0.321
0.330
0.280
0.410
1.854
1.367
1.700

Average
Sputter Yield
(atoms/ion)
0.3349

1.5334

Table 4.3: ITO Sputter Data

Energy (eV)
500
500
500
750
750
750
750
1000
1000
1000
1000
1250
1250
1250
1250
1500
1500
1500
1500

Sample
Number
1
2
3
1
2
3
4
1
2
3
4
1
2
3
4
1
2
3
4

Average Ion
Rate
(ions/sec)
5.66E+12
6.26E+12
5.70E+12
5.37E+12
1.02E+13
9.89E+12
1.44E+13
1.37E+13
1.11E+13
1.48E+13
1.73E+13
1.15E+13
1.25E+13
1.38E+13
2.43E+13
1.38E+13
1.50E+13
1.28E+13
1.54E+13

Atoms Lost
(atoms)
9.22E+15
6.22E+15
5.99E+15
9.72E+15
1.32E+16
1.57E+16
1.47E+16
1.13E+16
9.29E+15
9.72E+15
9.93E+15
9.31E+15
9.47E+15
8.49E+15
1.48E+16
1.32E+16
8.42E+15
1.20E+16
9.90E+15

Sputter Yield
(atoms/ion)
2.714
1.657
1.751
3.018
2.162
2.639
1.699
2.754
2.789
2.188
1.914
5.396
5.051
4.102
3.387
6.353
3.741
6.228
3.572
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Average
Sputter Yield
(atoms/ion)
2.04

2.38

2.4112

4.4841

4.9737
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Abstract
The Tightly Coupled Mechanistic Study of Materials in the Extreme Space Environment Group has worked
to examine spacecraft contamination issues from the perspective of
non- equilibrium gas dynamics (Levin), material response at the atomistic level (Rajan), high fidelity gassurface chemistry models (van Duin), and experiments to characterize
and test spacecraft material damage by small source ion bombardment (Sedwick). The goals of the group
have been ambitious given the multi-length and time-scale facets that
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established collaborations across length scales, ranging from the smallest (Angstroms) to the
largest scales. As such, significant progress was made in the development of computational and
experimental collaborative frameworks suitable for predicting the
spacecraft environment for new propellants and spacecraft materials.
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